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Let me help your teachers kick off a Happy New School Year.

Your staff will sit back in their chairs to soak up my funny stories, heart-warming poems and surprising activities that beautifully capture the wild world of elementary education.

My talk will immediately grab your staff’s attention and take them on a roller coaster ride that leaves them reinvigorated and powered-up-- and ready to face the challenges that the new school year will bring.

I am an author, columnist, keynote speaker, adjunct professor and teacher trainer. In 2011, I was rated the #3 elementary education speaker by two speaker rating services. I have spent most of my life training teachers and I know how to help educators gear up for doing the most important job on the planet: passing civilization on from generation to the next.

My Happy New School Year talk is one part reality, one part hope,
one part humor, and one part motivation. I take an honest look at the reality teachers face, then I leave listeners flooded with hope and motivation to continue to do the most important work that exists.

Now, I must admit I do have a bad reputation. Yup, you heard that right. I have a bad reputation with fire marshals—because my talks at conferences are just so popular that overflow audience members will sit on the floor kneel in the aisles, and stand in doorways just to be part of the experience. You want a veteran speaker who can captivate and transform your teachers. I have a trail of fire marshals ready to document that I can draw people in and hold their attention.

People say I look reality in the face and stare it down. I have left inner city Los Angeles teachers crying tears of hope and joy. Veteran educators in Chicago have deferred retirement after hearing my words of inspiration. New teachers considering leaving the profession, have stayed after hearing in the emotional, lyrical words I offer them.

If you want to help your faculty become re-committed to their work, and to build a fast, energized start to your new school year, then let me begin the new school year with your team. I promise a rousing, unforgettable start to a year filled with achievement, success and hope. And that may be the greatest gift that anyone can offer teachers.
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